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l.nstructions:.
You will do a total of five problems.
D6 all four Detailed Kmowledge (luestions, numbered 1-4.
Select one from the Genera2 Knowledge O_uestions, numbered S and 6.
State whether you selected problem S or problem 6 on the cover of your Blue Book~
Show all of your computations in your Blue Book.
Prove all of your assertions or quote appropriate theorems.
l]ooks, notes, and calculators may be used.
This is a three hour test.

1. [10 points] A deck of 52 cards ~s shuffled and spli~ into ~wo halves. Let X be ~he number
of red cards in the first half.
(a) Find the probability frequency distribution of X.
(b) Fina E(X).
(c) Find Vat(X),

[20 points] Suppose that the random variable~ Xi,..., X, are iid hr(/~, ~,2), where -oo <
/~ < ~o and a2 > O.
(a) Find the UMVU
(b) Suppose we want to te~ the null hypothesis ~r0 : a~ ~ ~ v~ ~he ~ema~ive h~o~h~is
~A : a~ > a~. F~d ~he ~ke~ood ra~io

3. (10 points)
a. Derive the moment generating function for the U[0,1] (continuous uniform on the interval [0,1])
distribution. Be careful at t=0.
b. Use the answer in part (a) to find the expectation for U[0,1] distribution.

4. (40 points, 5 points for each part) In this question, we explore in detail the likelihood ratio test
of H0:b-a=1 versus Hl:b-a>l for data X1, .... Xa which is a random sample from the U[a,b]
(continuous uniform on the interval [a,b]) distribution. The problem is broken into many pieces
and hopefully phrased in such a way that if you cannot do any on~ part, you should be able to use
the information given to do the other parts.
a. For the given model and the parameter spa~. b-a_> 1, show that the maximum likelihood
estimates of a and b are ~. = min(Xi) and g = max(Xi).
b. For the given model, under the null hypothesis that b-a = 1, show that if max(Xi) - min(Xi) ~ 1,
then one choic~ for maximum likelihood estimates of a and b are ,. = min(Xi) and ~ = min(Xi) +1
and if max(Xi) - min(Xi) > 1, then the maximum likelihood estimates of a and b do not exist and,
furthermore, the likelihood is identically 0 (as a function of a and b) in that case.

c. Show that the likelihood ratio:test statistic is
if max(Xi)-min(Xi) > 1
max(Xi)-min(Xi)

if max(Xi)-minCXi) "< 1

d. Let U = min(Xi) and V = max(Xi). Show that under thenull hypothesis, the joint txlf of (U,V)
is given by f(u,v) = n(n-1)(v-u)n-2 for a_<uav~b=a+l.
Let D = max(Xi) - minOfi). Show that the txtf of D is given by f(d) = n(n-1)da-2(1-d) for 0adal.
f. If the observed.values for n=5 are 1.10, 1.27, 1.34, 1.45, and 1.62, use the likelihood ratio test
to decide whether or not to reject the null hypothesis at the ct = 0.05 level of significance.
g. W = -2In(X) should have a large sample null distribution which is approximately ehi-squar~ with
one degree of freedom. Show that the density of W’ converges to the ehi-squar~(1) density as n
tends to infinity.
h. Make a decision using the information in (f) using the chi-square approximation (even though.n
is only 5).

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE QUESTIONS (choose either 5 or 6 - 20 points)
$. Say that we have an um with R red balls, B blue balls, and O ~reen balls. When n are selected
at random without replacement, we let X deno~ the number of red balls selected, Y the number of
blue balls selected, and Z the number of ~reen balls select~i.
a. ~ind the joint dismbution- of (X,Y,Z).
b. I~’ind the mean and covaziance marx of
c. Show thal; the covariance ma~ix is singular.
d, ~nd the equation the (two-dimensional) plane which contains the en~e Rang~X,Y,Z).

6. [20 points] Suppose ~x, ~r2,... are independene uniform (0, I) random vocables, and let N
be elm ~L~se n > 2 sud~ tha~ ~r. > U’._~.

